Starling /Starling Tension Series Limit Switch Adjustment Procedures

Limit switch Adjustments:
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The automatic stop positions (the positions where the screen stops when unrolling and where it stops when rolling up) can be adjusted as required. These are preset and for most situations, the switches should not need adjustment.

To adjust the switches, use the equipped Allen key. The adjustment sockets are located at the left end of the screen case (viewing from the front); the extending limit switch through the rubber grommet hole adjacent to the opening through which the fabric drops; the retracting limit switch is accessed through the opening slot between the edge of the fabric and the electric cabling.

a) **To adjust the extending limit** (the bottom stop position):
   Put the allen key into the rubber grommet hole adjacent to the opening through which the fabric drops. Turning the allen key anticlockwise will make it stop further down; turning the allen key clockwise will make the bottom weight bar stop further up (at a less extended position).

b) **To adjust the limit retracting** (how far the screen goes into the case):
   Put the allen key into the hexagonal socket accessed through the opening slot between the edge of the fabric and the electric cabling (left end of case). Turn the allen key clockwise for the screen to continue out of case and anticlockwise for the screen to stop further into the case.